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TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER FROM WINKLER  — THE NEXT GENERATION

The aim was to develop a practical generation of temperature controllers
When developing the new temperature controllers, intuitive handling was a top priority. After 5 years of 
development we can proudly claim - anyone - can use our controllers! Thanks to simple menu navigation, optional 
IR-remote control and above all: the intelligent control algorithm FAT.

FAT - the permanently self-optimizing controller for Plug & Play
stands for Fast Adaptive Tuning and describes the intelligent algorithm - comparable to PID - working inside our 
controllers. One big advantage of FAT is the permanently self-optimizing controller adjustment without the need 
to determine and set the obligatory PID-parameters.

Outstanding durability and safety in two versions
· Hybrid relay with >2.5 million switching cycles + additional safety relay. This combination guarantees a 

maximum of durability and safety in operation!
· Wear-free electronic switch: powerful version for higher accuracy and demanding control loop circuits

Communication matters

Series L-300 - The inline controllers

IR-Remote control WRZF310N

checking from a distance comfortably and 100% safely 
the actual temperature and entering setpoints - best: 
any  IR-remote control can be used  in combination 
with any of the new temperature controllers 

3-colour signal LED
all new temperature controllers communicate 
uniformly their current operating status via clearly 
visible 3-colour signal LED

Small and robust

Highest control quality up to 1600 watts due to wear-
free, electronic switch. Reliable, cost-efficient and ideal 
for safety concepts with e.g. customer-specific setpoint 
parameters.



TEMPERATURREGLER VON WINKLER — THE NEXT GENERATION
Series W-300 - The multi-channel controllers

Cost-efficient and durable

Our multi-channel controllers help to save space and 
money. The first member in this family is the W-334 as
a 4-channel-controller, equipped with four independent 
electronic switches for highest control precision and long 
life. (currently only with preset fix set-points deliverable)

Series W-500 – Endurance meets safety

Our best seller keeps his promises 

This temperature controller for wall mounting is the right choice for all 
standard heating applications up to 16 A - no matter whether thermocouple 
or resistance sensor. His hybrid-relay plays in the 1st league with >2.5 
million switching cycles and can be used safely up to the very last "step" 
due to redundant safety technology - simply our customer favorite!

Series W-600 – Powerful but sensitive

Our controller series for challenging cases

Highest control quality and extreme power due to the wear-
free 40 A electronic switch.
Especially suitable for extreme control requirements, ramp 
function and much more.



Winkler AG – who we are and what distinguishes us
Our work not only centres on the product itself, but also on developing complete solutions. It is with this belief in mind that our employees plan 
and manufacture electrical heating devices - adapted precisely to your requirements as a customer. Your temperature problem is our inspiration. 
Our resourceful developers and skilled manufacturing specialists do everything within their power to make your enquiry into a Winkler heating 
solution. This way we can respond flexibly and quickly deliver you a ready-for-connection result from a single source. 

There is not only enthusiasm for innovation in our 120 employees’ heads, but also comprehensive knowledge from a wide range of technologies. 
We have continuously transferred the experience gained since the company’s foundation in 1979 into new product and application areas, such 
as explosion protection. This versatility allows us to supply customers in industry, in the laboratory and in railway technology – worldwide. But 
no matter where: We are in close contact with every customer. Because the better we fulfil your requirements, the more convincing the results. 
And that is what matters for us!
Winkler - your heating solution! 

Winkler AG 
Englerstrasse 24 
69126 Heidelberg

Tel. +49-6221-3646-0 
sales@winkler.eu 
www.winkler.eu

Your contact:
Michael Walter
Tel. +49-6221-3646-15

Design of the printed circuit board

Endurance test in the climate chamber

Assembling of the prototypes

Boards for control panel




